QUE VERO p,2,2:04.3f; 3,2:03.2f; 2:01.1h ($120,581) by Sampson Hanover. 39 wins, 2 thru 9. Half-sister to HOPPIN HAL p,3,2:01.4f; 1:56f ($144,140), and to the granddam of HE MAY BE ANGEL p,2,1:56.3; 3,1:54.1h; 1:51.lf ($214,342). KEVIN T BUSCH p,3,1:58.2h; 4,1:52.2h ($134,925); full-sister to the dam of PENBEE HANOVER p,3,1:57.3f; 1:54.2f ($289,086). PERETTE HANOVER p,2,1:59; 3,1:58.1f ($219,604). PLAYBOY HANOVER p,3,1:56.4 ($126,803), and the granddam of CARLSBAD CAM p,2,1:54.1; 3,1:51 ($1,124,482). CONQUERED QUEST p,2,1:56.4; 3,1:54.2f ($863,514). COAL HARBO p,2,1:57.3f; 3,1:56.1f ($465,620). LUSHKARA p,2,1:57.3; 1:54.3 ($213,781). ARMBRO METAPHOR p,3,1:56.4; 4,1:53.1f ($167,800). QUEST TRON p,2,1:58.2f; 3,1:54.3f. 4,1:54f ($155,135). etc. From 6 foals, dam of 5 winners, 2 in 2:00, including: SAMMI KILLEEN (M) p,3,2:00f; 4,1:59.3f ($55,713) (Samadhi). As above.

QUE BALL KILLEEN p,2,2:03.4f; 3,1:57 ($31,257) (Run The Table). 21 wins, 2 thru 6. At 2, third in elim. Ontario Sires S. - Gold at Flambo.

Next Dam - DOTTIE HAL p,2,2:16 (Irish Hal-DOTTIE ROSECROFT p,4,2:05.2-Billy Direct)